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Private Tour of 8 days / 7 nights
Ubud – Amed
2 unique excursions + Happy Mathis advantages.
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Rice Field Views

UBUD – Central Bali
4 nights at Mathis Retreat
Stay in double deluxe room including breakfast.

Days 1 to 5
Transfer and welcome drink upon your arrival at the hotel
Meet our English-speaking manager
A charming and intimate boutique hotel offering a spectacular landscape of
rice fields with exceptional views
opposite the rice fields of Ubud
The hotel contains the renowned restaurant Terracotta featuring
an excellent selection of western and Indonesian dishes
Happy Mathis Advantage (offered):
Traditional Balinese massage opposite the rice fields of
the property.

Jatiluwih, Lacs Bratan and Tambligan
One-day excursion included, with your own driver/guide. Morning start
towars one of the most beautiful valleys of Bali; the Jatiluwih rice fields are
heritage-listed by UNESCO
Stop-over at the authentic Bedugul fruit & vegetable market. Arrival at lake
Bratan and visit of the Ulun Danu temple, located on the shore of a lake and
dedicated to the goddess of the waters
Walk around the lake Tamblingan with extra trek (optional) in a pristine
forest with return on a raft over the lake. Return to Mathis Retreat towards
the end of the day

East of Bali, Besakih : Mother temple
One-day excursion included with your own driver/guide. Morning start from
your hotel toward the beautiful eastern road.
Visit of the traditional town of Penglipuran, one of Bali's most beautiful
village. Then walk through the giant bamboo forest and visit the mother
temple of Besakih. Backed by Mount Agung, this magnificent temple is
composed of a group of thirty monuments dedicated to local gods and all royal
ancestors. Arrival around 4PM at Mathis Lodge Amed to enjoy the
breathtaking view of the sea.
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AMED – Est Bali
3 nights in Mathis Lodge
Stay in double deluxe lodge including breakfast.

Between Sea & Mountains
Days 5 to 8
Transfer and welcome drink upon your arrival at the hotel. Meet our Englishspeaking manager.
Situated in the magnificent region of Amed, Mathis Lodge is perched on top
of a valley overlooking the sea of Bali, with spectacular panoramic 360
degree views. The renowned restaurant and the 30m infinity pool is the
highlight of this hotel and a unique destination in the region.

Happy Mathis Advantage (offered):
Sunset Cocktail & Tapas

On the 10th and last day of your circuit, transfer to the airport or to your next
destination in Bali.
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